
Flashy and unapologetically in-your-
face, the noise of  the opening band 
emanates from the twisty hallway 

TMILQVO�QV\W�;IV�.ZIVKQ[KW¼[�)]O][\�0ITT��
The main act Dorian Electra comes out 
WV�[\IOM�_Q\P�IV�W]\Å\��I\\Q\]LM�IVL�MV-
[MUJTM�XZW^QVO�\PMa�IZM�M^MV�UWZM�ÆIU-
boyant than the opener, to the delight of  
the audience waiting below. The electric 
atmosphere of  
,WZQIV�-TMK\ZI¼[�
concert is a hall-
mark of  music 
from the ‘hyper-
XWX¼�OMVZM�

Hyperpop is 
a term used to 
describe a rapid-
ly growing fringe genre of  pop, encom-
XI[[QVO� ]VQY]M�� MKTMK\QK�� M`XMZQUMV\IT�
U][QK�\PI\�Q[�LQٻK]T\�\W�Å\�QV\W�WVM�KI\-
egory. Although there is much variety in 
what is considered hyperpop, the term 
OMVMZITTa�ZMNMZ[�\W�U][QK�_Q\P�M`IOOMZI\-
ML�NMI\]ZM[�WN �XWX��:�*�IVL�ZIX�[]KP�I[�
M`\ZMUM� TM^MT[�WN �I]\W\]VM�� ZPaUQVO�WZ�

bass. 
D i g i t a l 

t echno log y 
has enabled 
artists to enlist 
techniques in 
the creation of  

their songs that 
produce a remark-
IJTa� LQٺMZMV\� [W]VL�

than those made using traditional in-
struments such as guitar, piano or even 
synth. 

As a hyperpop fan, senior James 
Thomas has witnessed how hyperpop 
M`XIVLML� U][QKIT� JW]VLIZQM[�� ¹?Q\P-
W]\� \PM� QV\MZVM\�� _M� _W]TLV¼\� JM� PMIZ-
ing [this kind of  sound],” Thomas said. 
¹?M� _W]TL� [\QTT� JM� C][QVOE� \ZILQ\QWVIT�

instruments, but 
the internet has 
changed what 
is possible and 
what is consid-
ered music.” 

0aXMZXWX¼[�
rise is only pos-
sible due to the 

advent of  the information age. “The 
combination of  sampling [a] very popu-
lar song and blown out bass and distort-
ed vocals and raised pitches, it creates 
this really unique 
sound which feels 
like a parody of  
what is popular in 
modern pop and 
popular music,” 
Thomas said.

»0aXMZXWX¼� Q[�
generally a conve-
nient label given to 
artists and songs by streaming services 
and consumers, not chosen by the art-
ists themselves. For artist SEBii, whose 
U][QK�Q[�NMI\]ZML�WV�;XW\QNa¼[�»PaXMZXWX¼�

playlist, this is certainly the case. 
¹-^MZaJWLa�PI[� \PMQZ�W_V�LMÅVQ\QWV�

of  hyperpop,” SEBii said. “[Hyperpop] 
Q[�ZMITTa� R][\�I�_WZL�\PI\� TIJMT[�I�OZW]X�
of  artists who happened to come up at 
\PM�[IUM�\QUM��;W�CXMWXTME�IZM�R][\�TQSM��
»7P�� Q\¼[� [WUM\PQVO�VM_�� TM\¼[� KITT� Q\�Pa-
XMZXWX�¼º

SEBii is not concerned with the spe-
KQÅK� TIJMT[�PQ[� [WVO[� IZM� OQ^MV#� QV[\MIL��
PM�NWK][M[�WV�\PM�RWa�\PI\�UISQVO�U][QK�
brings him. 

“Some people call [the music I make] 
hyperpop,” SEBii said. “I like to think of  
Ua�U][QK�I[�R][\�[]XMZ�N]V�º��

Music that otherwise might not have 
much in common is placed under a sin-
gle umbrella for ease of  access by con-
[]UMZ[�� ¹<PM� �ٺ[\] 1� UILM�� Q\¼[� KITTML�
hyperpop, but then Charli XCX is 
called hyperpop and then Bladee [fans] 
consider Bladee hyperpop,” SEbii said. 

“All three of  those 
\PQVO[�IZM�M`\ZMUMTa�
LQٺMZMV\�� [WVQKITTa�
and stylistically.”

However, songs 
LMMUML� »PaXMZXWX¼�
often share com-
mon roots that can 
be traced between 
LQٺMZMV\� IZ\Q[\[��

“[Hyperpop artists] play a lot of  2000s 
pop tropes but they take those cliches 
\W� \PM�UI`�º� ;-*QQ� [IQL�� ¹1\¼[� TQSM�� TM\¼[�
UISM� []XMZ� KPMM[a� U][QK�� J]\� Q\¼[� WV�

.

Exploring the rise of hyperpop music and the unique community behind it 

Hyper Popular
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X]ZXW[M��Q\¼[�QZWVQK��Q\¼[�ZMITTa�[MTN �I_IZM�º
7VM� WN � PaXMZXWX¼[� VM_MZ� IZ\Q[\[� _PW�

has already cemented themselves as inte-
gral to the hyperpop community is Dorian 
Electra. Having predominantly queer 
themes in both albums they have released, 
the larger queer community has embraced 
the resonant lyrics and bombastic nature 
of  their songs as 
something to take 
pride in.

The brash and 
unique nature of  
the music provides a 
TQJMZI\QVO� MٺMK\� IVL�
creates an incredibly 
accepting community 
and environment for many queer fans. 

“[The reason] why people connect and 
resonate with the music is because a lot of  
people can relate to a lot of  the music,” 
SEBii said. “Someone like Dorian, they 
make music that is really important for the 
queer community.”

Part of  the reason the community is so 
drawn to hyperpop is an overblown style 
that holds an appeal for some. “It creates 
\PQ[� OZW[[� M`IOOMZI\QWV� WN � ITT� \PM� K]ZZMV\�
trends and cliches in pop music and in 
terms of  production, like ‘Oh, people like 
JI[[�QV�[WVO[��;W�TM\¼[�JTW_�W]\�ITT�\PM�JI[[¼�
[and] ‘Oh, people like auto-tune vocals, so 
TM\¼[�\]ZV�\PI\�]X�¼º�<PWUI[�[IQL���

The irreverent, self-aware quality that 
hyperpop possesses translates to a fun 
[W]VL� \PI\� MVOIOM[� TQ[\MVMZ[¼� MUW\QWV[��
¹1\¼[�ZMITTa�^QJZIV\�IVL�Q\�UISM[�UM�NMMT�[W�
PIXXa�M^MZa�\QUM�1�TQ[\MV�\W�Q\�º�R]VQWZ�5I`�
Schrage said. 

0aXMZXWX¼[�M`\ZMUM��UI`QUITQ[\�VI\]ZM�
IUXTQÅM[�XW[Q\Q^M�NMMTQVO[�J]\�IT[W�QVKZMI[M[�
any potential negative biases and feelings 
QV�\PM�TQ[\MVMZ��¹1\¼[�^MZa�U]KP�QV�aW]Z�NIKM�
and unapologetic and that makes a sound 
\PI\¼[� VW\� NWZ� M^MZaJWLa�º� <PWUI[� [IQL��
“Those of  us that do resonate with it, it 
ZM[WVI\M[�I�TW\�[QVKM�Q\¼[�^MZa�QV\MV[M�º�

This creates a barrier that prevents 
some people from becoming hyperpop 
NIV[�� ¹7V�ÅZ[\� TQ[\MV� Q\�_QTT� JM� ^MZa� IJZI-

[Q^M�IVL�I�TW\�WN �XMWXTM�R][\�KIV¼\�COM\E�XI[\�
that,” Thomas said. 

Still, those who do seek out hyperpop 
IZM� M`XW[ML� \W� [W]VL[� _Q\P� KPIZU� ZIZM-
ly found elsewhere in music. “I play the 
LZ]U[�IVL� \PMZM¼[� ZMITTa� QV\MZM[\QVO�LZ]U�
patterns in the background of  hyperpop 
songs compared to other genres of  music,” 

Schrage said.
0 a X M Z X W X ¼ [�

popularity has sky-
rocketed during 
the pandemic, 
largely due to pop-
ular audios on Tik-
Tok, such as those 
Ja�L]W�»����OMK[�¼�

“TikTok and other social media [plat-
NWZU[E� PI^M� I� OZMI\� QVÆ]MVKM� WV� CPaXMZ-
XWXE�JMKI][M�\PMa¼ZM�WJ^QW][Ta�ZMITTa�TIZOM�
pop-culture venues right now and so when 
aW]�[MM�\PI\�U][QK�IVL�aW]�TQ[\MV�\W�R][\�IV�
M`KQ\QVO� [VQXXM\� WN � Q\� aW]� UQOP\� _IV\� \W�
discover more,” Schrage said. 

)[�[WKQIT�UMLQI�PMTXML�OZW_�PaXMZXWX¼[�
popularity, a genuine and collaborative 
community has formed around the genre. 
¹1\¼[� LMÅVQ\MTa� I� KWUU]VQ\a� \PI\� Q[� »IVa-
\PQVO�OWM[�¼º�<PWUI[�[IQL�

0aXMZXWX¼[�[W]VL�PI[�JMMV�[PIXML�Ja�
\PM�]VZM[\ZIQVML�IVL�]VIXWTWOM\QK� M`XMZ-
imentation of  the fans and creators alike.

¹1\¼[�LQٺMZMV\�CNZWU�W\PMZ�KWUU]VQ\QM[�
in that] everybody is 
R][\� []XMZ�� []XMZ� KWT-
laborative,” SEBii said. 
“Everyone knows each 
other and a lot of  people 
are friends with each other. 
[In a] lot of  other communi-
ties, people might not be as open 
to collaborate and work with other 
XMWXTM��M[XMKQITTa�QN �\PMa�LWV¼\�UISM�U]-
sic similar to them.” 

,]M�\W�\PM�OMVZM¼[�ZQ[M�L]ZQVO�\PM�XIV-
demic, the community is largely online, 
utilizing platforms such as Soundcloud, 
Twitch and Discord to make music and 
communicate. For SEBii, the online 
community provides opportunities 

for col-
labora-
tion, such 
as when he 
streams on 
Twitch and al-
lows fans to send 
in beats which he 
reviews and re-
cords to. 

 “I think 
they [SE-
*QQ¼[� <_Q\KP�
c o m mu n i t y ] 
are some of  the 
most talented pro-
L]KMZ[� J]\� \PMa¼ZM�
R][\�XZM\\a�]VSVW_V�º�
SEBii said. “So, work-
ing with people in my 
Twitch community is 
also really fun.” This 
R][\�NWZ�N]V� WVTQVM� KWTTIJWZI\QWV� PI[� TML�
\W�UWZM� NWZUIT� XZWRMK\[� []KP� I[� \PM� [WVO�
»,767ZZ¼� _PQKP� _I[� WZQOQVITTa� KZMI\ML�
with his fans on Twitch.

At the end of  the day, hyperpop is all 
IJW]\�M`XTWZQVO�VM_�\PQVO[�NWZ�\PM�[ISM�WN �
MVRWaUMV\�IVL�KWUU]VQ\a��¹1\¼[�R][\�LQٺMZ-
MV\�º�<PWUI[�[IQL��¹1\¼[�^MZa�IJ[\ZIK\�J]\�

\PMZM¼[�[WUM\PQVO�LQٺMZMV\�IJW]\�
this group of  people.” 
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